
YOUR TV PROGRAM IN THE WAITING ROOM
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 Summary :

 - Visual Activ’ your TV program in the waiting room

 Our videos : 

 - Implantology

 - Cosmetic Dentistry

 - Orthodontics

 - Practice’s equipment

 - Hygiene and Periodontal quizzes 

 - Dynamic feeds, partners and others

 - Manage your broadcasts

 - Plug & Play: Visual Activ’ player installation

 - Your personalized videos

 - Visual Activ’ in images
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Need to contact us ?

+33(0) 1 86 76 09 19

N°1 in France with Dentists and Orthodontists
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Over 150 videos on the following themes:

Cosmetic dentistry, implantology, periodontics, orthodontics, hygiene quizzes…

Alternating with entertaining feeds.

Upcoming movies, Nutri-health, Weather Forecast, One day One artist, History & Culture…
ALERT PATIENTS

Your waiting room is a transition point between 
the outdoor world and the treatment room. It is 
the right time to reassure, inform and entertain. 
All these factors can create an “active wait” and 
help promote a successful consultation. 

REDUCES THE SENSATION OF WAITING

Waiting is recognized as a stress factor: and 
the longer it is the more stress increases. Our 
dynamic display solution helps diminish the 
sensation of waiting.

Visual Activ’ your TV program in the waiting room

HIGHLIGHT YOUR SKILLS

Our concept takes part in your practice’s growth. 
Our clients recognize that treatment plans 
are better understood and therefore better 
accepted. 

Visual Activ’ contributes to the therapeutic education of your 
patients as well your practice’s growth.
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Definition of dental implant

Full denture on bar with two implants

Full denture on balls with  two implants

All-on-4

Bone resorption

Sinus lift

Computer assisted Implantology

Replacing a missing tooth

Replacing missing teeth

Complete ceramic bridge

Fixed denture

Removable denture

Preserve bone density

Acrylic denture

Piezosurgery

Question and answers

Bridge or implant testimonies

Clinical cases – Before and after pictures

Implantology

On-line videos

goo.gl/LH22S2
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Cosmetic dentistry

- Amalgamate vs Inlay

- Zirconia presentation

- Clinical cases – before/after pictures

- Whitening (in the dental chair and not)

- Ceramo-Ceramic VS ceramo-metallic

- Dental veneers

On-line videos

goo.gl/FFEPYX
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- Orthodontics presentation

- Class II malocclusion

- Class III malocclusion

- Fixed braces

- Removable braces

- Dental agenesis

- Impacted tooth

- Diastema

- Contention

- Open-bite

- Invisible orthodontics

- Smilers - Invisible orthodontics

- Smile videos

- Open-bite clinical cases 

- Agenesis clinical cases

- Class II and Class III clinical cases

- Diastema clinical cases

- Invisible orthodontics clinical cases

Orthodontics

On-line videos

goo.gl/3QWR24
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- Nitrous oxide

- Microscope

- Dental laser root canal

- Dental laser cavity

- Dental laser periodontics

- Dental laser sensitivity

- Dental laser dental scanner

- Cone beam

- Cone beam II

- Photobiostimulation 

- CEREC

- CONDOR

- 3 SHAPE

- PlanMeca Mill

- Piezosurgery

- Smile Design

Practice’s equipment

On-line videos

goo.gl/3QWR24
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Periodontics
 

- Periodontal disease

- Gum recession

- Dental prophylaxis

- Dental laser

Hygiene and
dental care quizzes 

- Inlay true or false

- Number of teeth

- Brushing technique

- True or false – ceramic crowns

- Changing toothbrush

- First signs of a cavity

- Dental plaque

- Cavity

On-line videos

goo.gl/3QWR24
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Dynamic feeds

- Upcoming movies

- Nutri-health

- Weather Forecast

- One day, One artist

- History and culture

Other

- Definition bio-compatible

- Serenity

- Snoring and sleep apnea

- Hyaluronic acid

- Smile videos

- Endodontics

- Endodontic surgery

On-line videos

goo.gl/k7GH3F

Partner libraries
Biotech Dental - Nobel Biocare - Smilers
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Manage the broadcast of your playlists

 - Import videos in your library

 - Create your playlist

 - Duplicate an existing playlist

 - Manage more than one screen

 - Schedule your playlists

Online platform accessible with a simple browser
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Ethernet cable
(RJ 45)

Electric cable 
(Micro USB)

Video cable 
(HDMI)

Plug & Play: Visual Activ’ player installation

9 CM
7,5 CM

4 CM

Plug & Play: Visual Activ’ player installation

3 cables and that’s it !

Video cable (HDMI)

Ethernet cable (RJ 45)

Electric cable (Micro USB)

100%
customizable

High definition
educational videos

Real-time updatesWorks 24/7 even
without internet
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Your personalized videos

Logo and welcome message

Presentation of the staff

 - Practitioners and assistants

The practice’s environment

 - Equipment

 - Facilities

General information

 - Contact info (Phone – E-mail, website, social networks…)
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Add your own media
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“Healthcare Centre”

Medical centre with different medical and paramedical specialties (nurses, 

physiotherapists, GPs, osteopath, podologist…)

600m2 4 Visual Activ’ screens



 Visual Activ’ in immagini : Centro di salute



Need to contact us?

www.visualactiv.com/en/

+33(0) 1 86 76 09 19


